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  Design Principles

Open Standard for Particle-Mesh Data

● high-level description

● minimal: users can add more

● human readable & machine actionable

● file format agnostic, portable

● scalable from desktop to supercomputer

● forward-updatable:

start “strict“, relax later

openPMD_updater_h5 -i example.h5

h5py reader:
<400 lines
of code
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  Common Data Challenges

● markup / schema for arbitrary

hierarchical data formats

● truly, scientifically

self-describing

● basis for open data workflows

openPMD standard (1.0.0, 1.0.1, 1.1.0)
the underlying file markup and definition
A Huebl et al., DOI:10.5281/zenodo.33624

openPMD-viewer
quick visualization
explore, e.g., in Jupyter

openPMD-api
reference library
file-format agnostics API

openPMD-updater
auto-update to new standard, verify

openPMD-validator

base standard extensions
general description domain specific

wavefronts, particle species, particle beams,weighted 
particles, PIC, MD, mesh-refinement, CCD images, ...
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  Organizing Scientific Records

group

data

attributes

extensions to the 
base standard 
define additional, 
compatible keywords
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  Unit System
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  openPMD - Hierarchy for Data Series

• Structure for series & snapshots/iterations
• Records for physical observables
• Attributes: conversion, description

• Group-based: file per series or subfiles
File-based:        file per iteration
Variable-based:   use ADIOS2      

variables/steps

• Constants, mixed precision, complex numbers

• domain-
decomposition
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  openPMD - A Self-Describing, FAIR Standard
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  HPC Background: Our Data Processing Bottlenecks Look Alike

A Huebl et al., ISC 2017, DOI:10.1007/978-3-319-67630-2_2 (2017)

Challenges
• 3 orders of magnitude gap 

between producing devices and 
storage

• “store & analyze everything” is 
unaffordable

for 18,688 nodes:
109 TByte/s

Opportunities
• analysis tasks have varying 

fidelity needs
• many common tasks can be 

done in situ
• manual steps: limit the sampling 

of raw data to setup phase

https://arxiv.org/ct?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1007%2F978-3-319-67630-2_2&v=ebac46f7
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  Data Processing & Reduction Examples

A Matthes, A Huebl et al., ISC 2017, DOI:10.14529/jsfi160403 (2017); K Nakamura et al., IEEE J. Quantum Electron,
A Huebl et al., ISC 2017, DOI:10.1007/978-3-319-67630-2_2 (2017); DOI:10.1109/JQE.2017.2708601 (2019)

Binning of a spectrogram
Fitting of an ellipsoid

Compression (lossless/lossy)

Ray-casting 3D data,
training a neural network, etc.

https://doi.org/10.14529/jsfi160403
https://arxiv.org/ct?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1007%2F978-3-319-67630-2_2&v=ebac46f7
https://doi.org/10.1109/JQE.2017.2708601
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  Avoid Backlog: Design Criteria for Data Reduction Pipelines

A Huebl et al., “On the Scalability of Data Reduction Techniques in Current and Upcoming HPC Systems from an Application 
Perspective,” ISC High Performance Workshops, DOI:10.1007/978-3-319-67630-2_2 (2017)

large
raw data

(still) large
raw data

reduction

smaller
data

large
raw data

Result: trade compute for throughput, >100 GByte perceived application 
throughput and 280 GByte/s peak parallel filesystem throughput

https://arxiv.org/ct?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1007%2F978-3-319-67630-2_2&v=ebac46f7
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  Streaming: Avoid Files Altogether

F. Poeschel, … A. Huebl. “Transitioning from file-based HPC workflows to streaming data pipelines with openPMD and ADIOS2,” 
accepted in SMC21, https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.06108 (2021)

Right: For each arrow in the 
left figure, one could change 
the mapping between 
computing nodes (ranks).

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.06108
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  Performance, Data Layouts and Fileless I/O

Application Challenges
• R&D in: scalable techniques, data layouts, libraries
• scientific data analysis & sharing

3.7 TB         7.5 TB       15.1 TB        30.2 TB         60 TB           120 TB         240 TB

Write: plotfiles → ADIOS BP per rank & step → append to files

re
ad

 G
B

/s

Online Data Layout Reorganization: 
DOI:10.1109/TPDS.2021.3100784

by L Wan, A Huebl et al., TPDS (2021)

Streaming Data Pipelines: arXiv:2107.06108
by F Poeschel, A Huebl et al., SMC21 (2021)

https://arxiv.org/ct?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1109%2FTPDS.2021.3100784&v=dc3375e2
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.06108
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  In-Transport Data Processing: Data Statistics

J Gu, P Davis, G Eisenhauer, W Godoy, A Huebl, S Klasky, M Parashar, N Podhorszki, F Poeschel, J-L Vay, L Wan, R Wang, and 
K Wu, “Organizing Large Data Sets for Efficient Analyses on HPC Systems,” submitted (2021)

Data analysis using region of interest filtering with ADIOS queries. a)-c) Phase space projections of plasma particles oscillating in a 
laser pulse,  filtered close to the laser axis. d) Read time comparison between conventional reads and pre-filtered reads with queries.
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  First Steps                                     https://github.com/openPMD
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  Application Examples in Particle Acceleration & Laser-Plasma

Simulations:
• WarpX
• PIConGPU
• HiPACE++
• Wake-T
• VPIC (prototype)
• ...

Analysis:
• openPMD-viewer
• ParaView
• VisualPIC
• APtools
• various scripts
• ...

openPMD/openPMD-projects

https://github.com/openPMD/openPMD-projects
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Open Science: Easy to Install, Use, Modify and Reproduce

python3 -m pip install
        openpmd-api

brew tap openpmd/openpmd
brew install openpmd-api

spack install
       openpmd-api

conda install -c
   conda-forge openpmd-api module load openpmd-api

cmake -S . -B build
cmake --build build --target install

Open-Source Development & Tests:
github.com/openPMD/openPMD-api

Online Documentation:
openpmd-api.readthedocs.io

Rapid and easy installation on any platform:
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We Standardize & Develop Scalable Data Methods

… and integrate them for scientific productivity
including data analytics frameworks & graphical user interfaces

Open standardization, i.e. openPMD, makes us flexible for I/O 
libraries, tooling & domain-science needs.
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  Integration into the BELLA Control System

BELLA GEECS
• Generalized Equipment and

Experiment Control System
• control and data acquisition system

openPMD-CCD
• Python module for organizing CCD images with openPMD
• Optional integration with LabView 2020+

openPMD/openPMD-CCD

GEECS-BELLA

https://github.com/openPMD/openPMD-CCD
https://github.com/GEECS-BELLA
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  Community                                     https://www.openPMD.org

The openPMD standard is co-authored by Axel Huebl, Rémi Lehe, Jean-Luc Vay, David P. Grote, Ivo Sbalzarini, 
Stephan Kuschel, David Sagan, Frédéric Pérez, Fabian Koller, Franz Poeschel, Carsten Fortmann-Grote, Ángel 
Ferran Pousa, Juncheng E, and Michael Bussmann.

The authors are thankful for the community contributions to libraries, software ecosystem, user support, review 
and integrations. Particularly, thank you to Yaser Afshar, Lígia Diana Amorim, James Amundson, Weiming An, Igor 
Andriyash, Ksenia Bastrakova, Jean Luca Bez, Richard Briggs, Heiko Burau, Jong Choi, Ray Donnelly, Dmitry 
Ganyushin, Marco Garten, Lixin Ge, Daniel Grassinger, Alexander Grund, Junmin Gu, Marc W. Guetg, Sören 
Jalas, Manuel Kirchen, John Kirkham, Scott Klasky, Noah Klemm, Fabian Koller, Mathieu Lobet, Christopher 
Mayes, Ritiek Malhotra, Paweł Ordyna, Richard Pausch, Norbert Podhorszki, David Pugmire, Felix Schmitt, Erik 
Schnetter, Dominik Stańczak, Klaus Steiniger, Michael Sippel, Frank Tsung, René Widera, and Erik Zenker!
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  Summary & Outlook

A growing number of international contributors
• try the tools, interact with us on what your needs are, contribute/share data & code

openPMD is
• a documented standard and
• a large open-source ecosystem

○ documentation, example data, validation, scripts,
integrations, reference libraries

presented by: Axel Huebl (LBNL)
 📧 axelhuebl@lbl.gov

openPMD openpmd.slack.com openpmd.org

Our community …
• evolves and practices open standardization
• integrates multiple state-of-the art computer 

science formats & tools
○ we are PByte-scale data veterans
○ from parallel, in-transport data processing 

to file-less scripting workflows using RMDAIdeas for Control Systems & AI/ML
• Build compatibility from the bottom up

○ common data -> shared analysis -> control (loops)
• Start Data Repositories & Data Portals

○ AI/ML training, testing, validation, calibration
○ studies over larger, combined data sets
○ preservation, recasting and reinterpretation (see: LHC)

https://github.com/openPMD

